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News. Pentagon officials recently confirmed to a California television station that in 1994
the U.S. military considered a weapon designed to turn enemy soldiers into homosexuals.

A report by CBS 5 in San Francisco says that as a part of a military effort to develop
non-lethal weapons, a proposal suggested, "One distasteful but completely non-lethal
example would be strong aphrodisiacs, especially if the chemical also caused homosexual
behavior."

"A bomb would be developed that contained a chemical that would cause enemy
soldiers to become gay, and to have their units break don because all their soldiers
became irresistibly attractive to one another." Said Edward Hammond, whose Sunshine
project uncovered the plan, CBS 5 reported. The Pentagon said the idea was quickly
dismissed.

If the Pentagon even considered this why do the let "gays" in our military? Don't they
think it would have the same effect? I know I would not want the person, who is
supposed to be watching my back, instead be drooling over my back-side!!!

In another article hi the Daily Journal; GAY OFFICER: Harassment can be lonely,
gay police officers in Washington Twp & Millville are complaining about "homophobic
slurs & insults from their fellow officers & superiors. I believe this fits under the same
category as the military. I would not want to worry, in the same matter as above, when
protecting our streets from criminals in today's society!!!

I do not believe that "homosexuals should have the freedoms our society has allowed
them! Homosexuality is a SIN, CRIME & ABOMBINATION TO GOD! And in the
Bible it is punishable by death. (Lev. 13:20). God is keeping his word, by killing "gays"
with AIDS. The Bible also tells us ( Psalms 33:12) "Blessed is the nation whose GOD is
THE LORD". Help us keep AMERICA THAT NATION!

JOIN THE KLAN & SAVE OUR LAND
Visit our website; wvvw.unskkkk.com

Or write to;
National Office State office
P.O. Box 26506 P.O. Box 1055
Frazer. MI 48026 Merchantville. NJ 08109


